Tour of Britain- Seaford Goes ‘On Tour’

The Tour of Britain Stage 7 was a huge success for all of those involved and those
who came and supported not only the riders but Seaford as a community.
The events at The Salts organised by Seaford Town Council were a resounding
success in all areas with thousands turning up for the momentous occasion.
The crowds packed the salts as the weather held out for bicycle orientated activities
and funfair attractions all day. The end of the day was just as exciting, as for the first
time in Seaford a ‘sell out’ outdoor cinema was put on showing The LEGO Movie
which was provided by Seaford Community Cinema and enjoyed by hundreds.
Seaford Town Council would like to say a massive thank you to all the organisations
and the support that was received from individuals that made the event possible.
We would like to give huge thanks to our event partners; Cycle Seahaven who
provided the residents of Seaford with free bike tune ups , servicing advice and
demonstrations; Sustrans who organised the ‘Smoothie Bike’, provided ‘How to’
videos and Cycle train rides with the ‘Cycle train team’; to Seaford Rotary who
provided significant stewarding cover for spectators and stewarding of spectator
parking; a thank you to the Seaford Lifeguards who once again covered our first aid
for the day; to Seaford Community Cinema who ran the wonderful evening movie,
we would also like to thank Wave Leisure who sponsored us and provided free
demonstrations for spin classes, Brooklyn Hyundai for sponsoring the event,
Tansleys for sponsoring our programme, Paul Franklin with House Clearance Co
assisting with the spin bikes for Waves Leisure, and last but not least all the
Councillors involved as well as some new volunteers who all helped make the day
an enormous success!
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